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For immediate release 

e-con Systems launches 4K HDR USB 3.1 UVC camera based on AR0821 
High Dynamic Range | Large pixel size (1/2” sensor) | 1080p@60 & 4K@30 fps 

San Jose and Chennai (Aug 4th, 2021) - e-con Systems Inc., a leading embedded camera solutions provider 

launches an 8MP USB 3.1 color HDR camera See3CAM_CU81 based on the AR0821 CMOS image sensor 

from On Semiconductor, with an inbuilt Image Signal Processor (ISP). 

See3CAM_CU81 is an 8MP fixed focus UVC compliant USB 3.1 camera 

with large pixel size which can capture high quality images in various 

lighting conditions. This 4K camera comes with the High Dynamic range 

(HDR) capability which uses multiple exposures in a single frame to 

bring out details in the brightest as well as darkest areas of the same 

scene in high-contrast lighting conditions. See3CAM_CU81 has an 

inbuilt high-performance Image Signal Processor (ISP) that performs all 

the auto functions (auto white balance, auto exposure). The ISP and 

sensor have been fine tuned for achieving excellent image quality. 

 
High Signal to Noise ratio of this camera helps to produce videos and images with low noise even in poor 

lighting conditions. It comes with an M12 (S-mount) lens which allows customers to choose the lens of 

choice according to their application needs. 

See3CAM_CU81 with features like HDR, 4K ultra-HD resolution, large pixel size, and high Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) is suitable for a wide variety of applications such as digital signage, biometric & access control, 

sports broadcasting & analytics, smart surveillance, smart traffic management, and other applications that 

require big data analytics.  

 

Key Features  

 

4K resolution with large pixel size (1/2” sensor) - Provides high-quality images to cover wide field of view 
with great details 

High Dynamic Range (HDR) – Enables to capture excellent images in high contrasting lighting conditions  

High Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) - Helps to achieve quality images with low noise even in poor lighting 
conditions 

USB 3.1 interface - Streams Full HD@60, 4K@30fps in linear mode and 4K@30fps in HDR mode.  

UVC compliant - Plug-and-Play setup, no additional drivers required for Windows and Linux OS 
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Watch video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsVH1PRmeIA 

 

See3CAM_CU81 is a Ready-to-Manufacture camera board with all the necessary firmware built in and 

compatible with the USB Video Class (UVC) version 1.0 standard. This camera board will work with the 

standard drivers available in Windows and Linux OS without any additional driver installation. Being a plug 

and play camera, integrating See3CAM_CU81 into end products will help customers reduce their time to 

market and product development efforts.     

 

The camera is exposed as DirectShow capture source to Windows PC. And e-con Systems provides a sample 

DirectShow application called e-CAMView for video streaming and still capturing from the USB camera 

device with a user-friendly Graphical User Interface. In Linux, See3CAM_CU81 is exposed as a V4L2 camera 

and e-con Systems provides a sample application called QtCAM for streaming. Customers can also develop 

customized applications for See3CAM_CU81 using standard V4L2 APIs. e-CAMView and QtCAM enable 

controls such as brightness, contrast, sharpness, saturation, gamma, gain, exposure (manual and auto), and 

white balance (Manual and Auto). 

 

Availability 

Customers interested in evaluating See3CAM_CU81 – 8MP HDR fixed focus USB3.1 camera – can 

purchase the product from e-con Systems’ online store.  

 

Customization Services 

e-con systems also offer extensive customization and integration support for the camera based on the end 

application requirements. If you have any queries related to the product, please contact us at 

camerasolutions@e-consystems.com. 

 

About e-con Systems 

e-con Systems Inc. is a leading embedded camera solutions provider. We have a proven track record of 

serving customers globally across multiple industries for over 18 years. We provide specialized offerings 

such as camera modules, USB camera modules, camera boards for various microprocessors, camera device 

driver development services on Windows/Linux/Android operating systems, camera reference design, 

software ISP, camera customization and camera tuning. 
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For more information you could also contact:  

e-con Systems 

Mr. Harishankkar 

VP – Business Development   

sales@e-consystems.com 

e-con Systems Inc., +1 408 766 7503 

e-con Systems India Pvt. Ltd., +91 44 40105522  

Website: https://www.e-consystems.com/ 

 

Note: References to corporate, product or other names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of 

their respective owners. 
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